DIRECTIONS — BY CAR TO BIOCLINICA

From Amsterdam
- Leave Amsterdam via the highway along Schiphol in the direction of “Den Haag-Rotterdam” (A4).
- At the traffic junction “Burgerveen” take the A44, direction “Den Haag-Centrum/ Wassenaar-Leiden” (so do not continue to follow the A4 direction “Rotterdam”).
- Take the exit “Leiden-Centrum” (exit 8). Down the exit, turn to the left. You are now on the “PLESMANLAAN”.
- Follow the “PLESMANLAAN” directions.

From The Hague (Den Haag)
- Driving the A44 (not A4) in the direction of Amsterdam: take the exit “Leiden Centrum”.
- You are now on the “PLESMANLAAN”. Follow the “PLESMANLAAN” directions.

From Rotterdam
- Take the A4 into the direction of Amsterdam.
- A4 to exit (afrit) 6 “Hoogmade, Leiderdorp, Leiden-Noord”
- Make right at end of exit ramp.
- Follow road as it curves to the right.
- Go straight at the traffic light.
- After ~1.5 km you will come to a rotunda.
- Go 270°
- After 500 meters go 180° at next rotunda and proceed into Leiden.
- Once in Leiden, you will be on the “Willem de Zwijgerlaan”

- Stay in the left lane - after about 5 sets of lights, the 2 leftmost lanes will bear left towards the train station. Get into the left-most of these two left lanes, and bear left. As you make the left, you will immediately pass the Post Office on your right, on the left you will find our office.
- Turn left by the first traffic light (before the tunnel).
- Make an immediate left onto the “Parmentierweg” and than straight.
- After a few meters you see in front of you a parking deck.
- Press the BioClinica button, we will open the gate, park in one of the BioClinica designated spaces.
- We are located on the 4th floor.

PLESMANLAAN
- Continue following the “Plesmanlaan”. When the road is taking a right bend, go to the left lane.
- After driving underneath the railway-bridge turn left. You will drive through a tunnel.
- Shortly after the tunnel turn right at the traffic lights. You are at the “Parmentierweg”
- Make an immediate left onto the “Parmentierweg” and than straight.
- After a few meters you see in front of you a parking deck.
- Press the BioClinica button, we will open the gate, park in one of the BioClinica designated spaces.
- We are located on the 4th floor.
DIRECTIONS — BY TRAIN TO BIOCLINICA

- Get off the train at the Central Railway Station of Leiden. Walk out of Leiden train station, direction city center and turn left. The first street parallel to the rail is the “Schipholweg”. Walk on the right side of this street (along the Golden Tulip Hotel).

Follow “Schipholweg” for about 250 meters and then at the traffic lights enter right to the “Parmentierweg”. After 25 meters go left onto the “Parmentierweg” and than straight. After 200 meters you will see in front of you a parking deck. Continue straight through the parking area, you are now at the back of our offices. The entrance is on the right of the parking area.

We are located on the 4th floor.
BIOCLINICA - LEIDEN OFFICE INFORMATION

RECEPTION
Phone: +31.71.524.8660
Fax: +31.71.524.6266

GUEST WIFI
Wifi connectivity is available for our guests throughout the building. Please refer to the receptionist for access codes and technical support as needed. Additionally, internet is available in our internet corner.

BUILDING SECURITY
Upon arrival visitors must check in at reception on the 4th floor where they will sign in and receive a security badge that will allow them to travel throughout the floor.

HOTEL SUGGESTIONS
Golden Tulip Leiden Centre
(500 m, about 5 min. walk)
Schipholweg 3
2316 XB, Leiden
Phone: +31.71.4083500
Fax: +31.71.5226675
Mention you are a BioClinica guest to receive our discounted rate.

Online reservations:
reservations@goldentulipleidencentre.nl
Website:
http://www.goldentulipleidencentre.nl/
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